CONVERSIO
By virtue of a sophisticated mechanism,
the two light sources can be tilted
and rotated in the desired direction along
the vertical pole.

ILLUMINARTIS
Top quality and timelessness

The combination of Illuminatio (lighting)
and “ars,” “artis” (art, artistry) stands
for the elegantly proportioned products of
the Swiss Light Manufactory Illuminartis.
With great attention to detail, a specially
trained team creates stylish and under
stated lamps that combine timeless design
with the highest level of craftsmanship.
By expanding the CONVERSIO product
family, Illuminartis has remained true to
itself. In collaboration with the creative
minds of the internationally renowned design studio atelier oï, Illuminartis succeeds
in combining the passion for aesthetically
beautiful LED lamps with the highest
demands for perfect workmanship, using
high-quality raw materials and components produced by Swiss manufacturers.

MANUFACTORY
Exquisite and exceptional

The Light Manufactory based in the
Emmental region specialises in high-
quality LED lamps from raw materials and
components produced by Swiss manu
facturers. The reflector rings are pressed
into their characteristic shape from
a single piece of aluminium. Before the
anodisation process, they are precisely
and elaborately polished by hand. A lot
of experience and great sensitivity to the
material are needed to create a homo
genous surface, which makes every lamp
unique. CONVERSIO is available in three
beautifully coordinated and warm anodized
colours, which turn the lamps into effective design elements even in daylight.

PERFECT SYMBIOSIS
Of light, shape, and material

Two reflector rings with integrated LED lights,
as are known as design elements from the
CONVERSIO pendant luminaire, appear to float
along the central rod. By virtue of a sophisticated
mechanism, the two light sources can be tilted
and rotated in the desired direction along the
vertical pole. The flexibility of the positions and
the ability to dim both light sources independently
affords the user a variety of individual lighting
moods utilizing indirect or direct lighting. The uplight, for example, creates a pleasant atmosphere
throughout the room thanks to its harmonious
projection of light. Optionally, the upper reflector
ring may also be used as a downlight, which directs the light softly towards the floor. CONVERSIO
promises versatility. The lower light source
creates a cosy atmosphere in the living area or
can be used as a reading light to ensure pleasant
illumination of your favourite reading matter.
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atelier oï was founded in 1991 by Aurel Aebi,
Armand Louis, and Patrick Reymond in La Neuveville.
For more than 20 years they have been challenging norms and conventions and promoting cross-
disciplinarity. Their international successes range
from architecture and interior architecture to
design and scenography and are characterised
by a multidisciplinary approach, solidarity, and
a close relationship with the material. In between
experimenting and engaging in cultural exchange,
atelier oï works for globally renowned companies.
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CONVERSIO FLOOR LAMP
Material: light fixture,
central rod, and base
Material: mechanical components
Colour: light fixture and
base cover
Colour: central rod
Colour: connector cable
Cable length
Overall height
Base diameter
Colour temperature
Voltage
Wattage
Bulbs

swissmade

aluminium

Illuminartis
c/o FL Metalltechnik AG
Fabrikstrasse 14
CH-3455 Grünen

stainless steel
champagne (C31), anodised
nougat (C33), anodised
mocha (C34), anodised
clear anodised finish
black
2 metres including plug and foot switch
1.90 metres
300 mm, with integrated cable storage
warm-white 2700 Kelvin
230 V / 50 – 60 Hz
a maximum of 35 watts
LED

T +41 (0)34 432 41 44
F +41 (0)34 432 41 45
www.illuminartis.ch
info@illuminartis.ch

UPPER LIGHT
Uplight version
Downlight version
Uplight/downlight conversion
Diameter
Position
Adjustable range, mechanically
Lighting current
Dimming

Light distribution top
Light distribution bottom
subsequently at the factory
400 mm
1.69 Meter
continuous rotation 100° / tilt +/- 60°
2800 Lumens
Continuous 0 – 100%
by turning the wand

400 mm

LOWER LIGHT

Uplight version
Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.DF.230N.30
Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.DF.230N.31
Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.DF.230N.32

FLOOR LAMP S-1900

Downlight version

Aluminium champagne anodised
Aluminium nougat anodised
Aluminium mocha anodised

Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.BF.230N.30
Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.BF.230N.31
Item no. IL.CO.S-1900.BF.230N.32
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FLOOR LAMP S-1900
Aluminium champagne anodised
Aluminium nougat anodised
Aluminium mocha anodised

1218 mm

260 mm

1696 mm

Light distribution bottom
260 mm
1.20 Meter
continuous rotation 100° / tilt +/- 60°
1400 Lumens
Continuous 0 – 100%
by turning the wand

1900 mm

Reading light
Diameter
Position
Adjustable range, mechanically
Lighting current
Dimming

300 mm

